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Last week we saw a rally continue on Monday followed by a pause the rest of that week to the end of 

2021. 

This week we saw the ‘pause’ continue on Monday then we saw a significant divergence develop 

between Nasdaq and the S&P Tuesday that continued all week.   The Nasdaq began to show weakness 

as selling after the open on Tuesday where the S&P resumed its ‘pause’ after a brief new high was seen 

at the open. On Wednesday this divergence continued until the Fed meeting minutes came out which 

triggered more aggressive and broad based selling the rest of the day. 

Selling surged in the opening hour on both Thursday and Friday, with lower lows seen each day. Friday 

most markets reacted negatively to the weak Jobs report.  

By the end of this first week of 2022 we saw the Nasdaq, big tech and Semiconductor sectors (prior 

leaders) showing the greatest weakness. These weak sectors also provided us with key clues of where 

to look for Bearish opportunities this week: the weakest stocks, in the weakest sectors and breaking 

below Support. This is a simple way that we can improve our odds on Bearish trades. 

By watching key sectors each day we noted how the XLE and XLF sectors were often amongst the 

strongest sectors each day this week. By looking for the strongest stocks in the strongest sectors, 

breaking above Resistance, we can improve our odds on Bullish trades even within a bearish market 

context. The Energy and Financial sectors provided us with bullish opportunities this week.  

We saw Oil resume its rally this week reaching just over $80 on Thursday and Friday. The US Dollar was 

mostly horizontal this week while Gold pulled back below $1800.  

The 10 year Yields exploded this week from 1.51% last week to over 1.80% briefly on Friday, delivering 

a new 52 week high as yields exceeded the prior highs from Mar 30th 2021. This did not help Tech or 

Growth stocks this week. 

Next week begins Earnings season as several key Financial stocks report late next week and into the 

following week.  

Let’s look at the charts to see what they are telling us about the markets. 

 

 



 

S&P 500 weekly chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Last week we saw a narrow range candle with new highs. This 

week we see another new all time high but with a much larger candle that closed the week near the 

bottom of this week’s range. Price remains above its 15-month Support Trend Line (Orange line). 

 

 

S&P 500 daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Here we see last week’s ‘pause’ continue this week on Monday 

and Tuesday, with a new all time high briefly seen on Tuesday. Wednesday saw a large drop below its 

20 day SMA that continued lower Thursday to test support at its 50 day SMA. Friday saw lower lows and 

lower highs to end the week near its 50 day SMA, down -1.87%. 



 

S&P 500 15 min. chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Here we see the pause continue the first half of this week 

with a brief new all time high early on Tuesday before returning to the pause zone. Wednesday saw the 

pause continue the first half of the day until the Fed Meeting Notes were released that clearly 

triggered strong selling the rest of the day. Thursday saw a lower dip at the open followed by a failed 

rally mid day that sold off late in the day. Friday also saw lower lows in the opening hours (below its 50 

day SMA) and a failed rally and bearish close to end the week about 2.5 points above its 50 day SMA. 

 

 

 

 



 

DJIA weekly chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – The Dow saw a higher high and higher low as compared to last 

week, as well as a new all time high this week. This week’s range was about the same as last week’s 

but with much stronger volume. 

 

 

DJIA daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – We see a rally on Monday and Tuesday to new all time highs. 

Wednesday briefly saw new all time highs mid-day before the Fed minutes were released and selling 

kicked in. Thursday and Friday saw lower lows and lower highs, ending the week down only -0.29%. 



 

NASDAQ weekly chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Last week we saw a very narrow range candle. This week we 

see a large range candle that gave back the prior 2 weeks of gains and ended the week below its 20 

week SMA and its 21-month Support Trend Line (Orange line). 

 

NASDAQ daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Here we see a small rally on Monday and a larger selling day on 

Tuesday that tested its 20 day SMA as support and closed the day near its 50 day SMA. Tuesday saw the 

beginning of the bearish trend in the Nasdaq this week. Wednesday opened lower near its 20 day SMA 

and sold off all day, accelerating the selling after the Fed minutes were released and closing just above 

its 21-month Trend Line Support on a huge range day.  Thursday and Friday saw more normal range 



days that traded below the 21-month Support Trend Line (Orange line) with lower lows and lower highs 

each day, ending the week down -4.53%. 

 

 

NASDAQ 15 min. chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Here we see the pause range from last week continue on 

Monday this week. Selling kicked in strong at the open on Tuesday for about 90 min. before pausing. 

The rally the last hour of Tuesday failed to recover even half of that day’s losses. Wednesday saw a 

small gap down and more selling all day. Wednesday’s selling accelerated once the Fed meeting 

minutes were released. Thursday saw a drop at the open below the 21-month Trend Line followed by a 

failed bounce. Friday saw lower lows the first hour or so and another failed bounce, closing the day and 

week ‘below’ the 21-month Support Trend Line (Orange line).  

 

 



 

Russell 2000 weekly chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – We saw a narrow range week last week followed by a 

larger range decline this week that gave back most of the prior 2 weeks of gains. The Russell remains 

above its 21-month Trend Line and ‘Inside’ its consolidation zone from 2021. 

 

Russell 2000 daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – The Russell rallied up to its 50 day SMA on Monday to find 

Resistance there. Tuesday retested the 50 day SMA Resistance. Wednesday sold down most of the day, 

accelerating after the Fed meeting minutes were released to close the day below its 20 day SMA. 

Thursday saw lower lows and a bounce that tested its 20 day SMA as Resistance. Friday sold off all of 

the prior day’s bounce to end the week down -2.92%. 



Next we will look at a few key ‘Market Internals’. 

 

 

McClellan Summation Index weekly chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – This index bounced up to -101.36 last week 

and continued a little higher this week to +19.74. 

 

 

McClellan Summation Index daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Here we see the bounce continue on Monday 

then slow a little the rest of this week. 

 

 

 



  

 NYSE Percent above 200 day SMA daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Last week ended at 55.22%. This week 

saw a bounce on Monday then a sharp drop the next two days before turning mostly horizontal 

Thursday and Friday to end this week lower at 53.91%.  Overall, we saw a small decline this week. 

 

 

 

NYSE Percent above 50 day SMA daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Last week ended at 50.95%. This week 

we saw a spike up above 60% on Monday followed by a sharp decline the two days and just a tiny 

change up on Thursday and back down on Friday to end this week at 50.40%. If about half of the NYSE 

Listed stocks are now above their 50 day SMA, it means that the other half is below. Overall we saw a 

small decline this week. 

Note the Divergence between the above ‘Market Internals’ where the McClellan Summation Index 

shows a mild positive change this week while the Percent above the 200 day or 50 day SMAs are 

showing a mild negative change this week. This could be in part related to the Divergences we saw this 

week between the Industrials (DJIA) and the Nasdaq. 



 

VIX daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – The VIX continued the slow decline and market pause on Monday and 

Tuesday this week, but then shot up Wednesday after the Fed Meeting Notes came out. Thursday 

opened a little higher before we saw a slow decline from above 20% the last 2 days this week. 

 

VVIX daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Same story with the VVIX this week, with the pause below 112 the 

first two days followed by a pop higher on Wednesday that slowly drifted lower on Thursday and Friday. 

Next we will look at a few key Commodities, Currency and Treasuries. 



 

Oil daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Oil paused on its 50 day SMA on Monday then rallied the next 3 days 

to break above $80. Friday saw a small pull back to end the week at $78.94. Note the 3 waves up the 

past 3 weeks, a rally (Dec 21-28), a pause, and a rally again this week. This likely helped the XLE be 

the strongest sector most days this week. 

 

Gold daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Gold dropped below it 50 day SMA on Monday and bounced Tuesday 

to only recover half of the prior day’s decline. Wednesday failed on its swing higher and closed lower 

for the day. Thursday broke below all 3 key SMAs. Friday saw a lower low and a failed bounce that 

ended the week below all 3 key SMAs. 



 

US Dollar Index daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – On Monday the dollar rallied back up to its 20 day SMA 

followed by 3 days of mostly horizontal chop. Friday saw a decline to nearly its 50 day SMA as most of 

Monday’s gains were given back. 

 

 

US 10 year Treasury daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – The 10 year saw large volume selling every day this 

week to new 2-year lows. 

 



 

US 10 year Yield daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – The 10 year Yields exploded higher Monday and 

continued higher each day this week, delivering new 52 week highs on Friday.  

 

 

US Yields table as of Jan 7, 2022 – The Yield curve steepened every day this week with a significant 

increase seen on Wednesday in the longer terms as the short terms remained mostly unchanged. 

Tech stocks have often reacted to changes in the Yields with an inverse relationship. As 10 year yields 

increase, Tech stocks tend to decrease. 

 

 



 

FOMC Balance Sheet weekly chart as of Jan 5, 2022 – The Fed decreased its Balance Sheet by $33.035 

Billion from its Dec. 22nd to its Dec. 29th balance of $8.757460 Trillion.   This week the Fed added 

$8.261 Billion to its Balance Sheet to a total of $8.765721 Trillion as of Jan. 5th 2022.  I do not see a 

change in Trend yet (Tapering). 

 

Next we will look at a few key Sectors. 

 



 

Dow Jones Transportation Index daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – The Transports continued to hover just 

above its 50 day SMA for three days this week before breaking below on Thursday to test support near 

its 20 day SMA before bouncing and closing back on its 50 day SMA. Friday saw both lower lows and 

lower highs as the Transports broke below its 20 day SMA and bounced to close the day and week 

between its 20 day and 50 day SMAs, down -1.27% for the week. Not a big change this week. 

 

XLE daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – The Energy sector rallied every day this week, crossing above its 50 

day SMA on Monday and delivering both higher highs and higher lows every day this week. The XLE 

ended the week up +10.52% making it the strongest sector on my list this week. 



 

XLF daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – The Financial sector rallied above its 50 day SMA on Monday and 

gapped higher on Tuesday with a wide range day on above average volume. Wednesday saw a new all 

time high and a higher low, even after the Fed’s meeting minutes. Thursday saw an ‘inside day’ with a 

higher close. Friday saw a rally with another new all time high on strong volume, ending the week up 

+5.43%. 

 

QQQ daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – The Nasdaq-100 saw a small rally Monday and strong selling 

Tuesday. Wednesday the selling continued all day below the 20 day and 50 day SMA and accelerated 

with the Fed meeting notes. Thursday saw lower lows that dipped below the 21-month Trend Line 



Support (Orange line). Friday saw a break and close below the 21-month Support Trend Line, ending 

the week down -4.52%. 

 

SOXX daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – We saw a small rally Monday followed by a bigger range day 

Tuesday that tested support at its 20 day SMA after briefly delivering a new all time high with strong 

volume. Wednesday saw strong steady selling below the 20 day SMA that continued lower on Thursday 

and Friday crossing and closing below its 50 day SMA, down -3.89% for the week. 

 

 



 

XLC daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – The Communication Services sector remained just below its 50 day 

SMA on Monday and Tuesday, then broke down Wednesday on very strong volume below its 20 day SMA. 

Thursday saw a failed bounce that tested its 20 day SMA as new Resistance. Friday saw an ‘Inside day’ 

to end the week down -1.60%. 

 

 

 



 

Weekly Percent Change US Indexes and Sectors table as of Jan 7, 2022 – Here we can see that the DJIA 

was the strongest index this week while the Nasdaq Composite was the weakest.  

The strongest sectors this week included: XLE, XLF and XME while the weakest sectors included: XHB, 

XLV, XLK, QQQ, SOXX and XRT. 

When looking at the impact different Sectors have on the S&P it is important to remember the 

‘Weighting’ each of the key 11 sectors has within the S&P. As of Dec. 31 2021 the following S&P Sector 

Weightings are:  Information Technology 29.2%. Health Care 13.3%, Consumer Discretionary 12.5%, 

Financials 10.7%, Communication Services 10.2%, Industrials 7.8%, Consumer Staples 5.9%, Real Estate 

2.8%, Energy 2.7%, Materials 2.6% and Utilities 2.5%.    

The strength seen in Energy (2.7%) and Financials (10.7%) this week only impact 13.4% of the S&P 

index, while Information Technology impacts (29.2%) has more than twice the impact. 

FYI, updated S&P sector data is available at the www.spglobal.com web site for free. 

 



 

Daily Percent Change US Indexes table as of Jan 7, 2022 – Here we see the daily change Index 

leadership. The DJIA delivered new all time highs this week on Tuesday and Wednesday and the S&P 

briefly delivered a new all time high on Tuesday. 

 

Next we will look at a few key Stocks, starting with the seven biggest names in the S&P and Nasdaq the 

followed by a few examples from different sectors. 

 

 

AAPL daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Apple Rallied to new all time highs on Monday and briefly delivered 

a new all time high at the open on Tuesday before beginning its selling. Wednesday saw stronger selling 

that broke below the 2-month Support Trend Line (Orange line) and below the 20 day SMA. Thursday 

gapped lower with a smaller range day. Friday saw a lower low and a lower high to end the week down 

-3.04%.  

 

 



 

MSFT daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Microsoft was lower lows and lower highs every day this week, 

closing below its 20 day and 50 day SMAs on Tuesday, and breaking below its 3-month Support Trend 

Line at the open on Wednesday. Thursday and Friday saw lower lows with small failed rallies, ending 

the week down -6.62%. 

 

 

GOOGL daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Alphabet paused just below its 50 day and 20 day SMAs on 

Monday and Tuesday before selling on very strong volume Wednesday below its 6-month Support Trend 

Line. Thursday and Friday saw both lower lows and lower highs as GOOGL ended the week down -

5.41%. 

 



 

AMZN daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Monday saw a rally that was stopped at its 20 day SMA. Tuesday 

reversed the prior day’s gains and closed back below all 3 key SMAs. Wednesday saw lower lows for 

over a month that continued lower on Thursday. Friday saw a higher low and higher high but a lower 

close to end the week down -2.50%. 

 

 

TSLA daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Tesla gapped up and rallied on Monday to $1,201 then gave all of 

those gains back the next two days back down to the 50 day SMA. Thursday and Friday were mostly 

below the 50 day SMA and above the 20 day SMA to end the week down -2.82%. 

 



 

FB daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Meta saw a quiet inside day on Monday then a bearish engulfing day 

on Tuesday that closed near its 200 day SMA. Wednesday saw a gap down and selling below all 3 of its 

key SMAs. Thursday saw a lower low and rally to form a bullish engulfing day that closed near its 50 day 

SMA.  Friday saw an inside day that retested the 3 key SMAs and failed by closing below all three, down 

-1.36% for the week. 

 

NVDA daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Nvidia saw a small rally on Monday above its 20 day SMA followed 

by strong selling below its 20 day and 50 day SMAs on Tuesday that continued lower on Wednesday. 

Thursday saw a failed bounce followed by a return of the sellers on Friday to end the week down -

7.36%. 

Note that all seven of the above biggest names were down this week and three were down by over -5%. 



 

JPM daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – JP Morgan gapped above its 20 day SMA and 2-month Resistance 

Trend Line at the open on Monday and gapped higher above its 50 day SMA on Tuesday to find new 

resistance near $168. The next three days oscillated near Tuesday’s range, ending the week up +6.20%. 

JPM reports earnings next week on Jan. 14th before the open. 

 

WFC daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Wells Fargo delivered higher highs and higher lows every day this 

week except on Wednesday which was an ‘inside’ day. WFC gapped above its 20 day SMA on Monday 

and above its 1-month Resistance Trend Line (Orange line) and rallied above its 50 day SMA. Tuesday 

also gapped higher. The rally continued Thursday and Friday after the pause on Wednesday. WFC ended 

the week up +14.15%. 

Many names in the Financial sector saw a strong week this week and many report Earnings in the next 

week or two. 



 

COST daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Costco saw a strong rally the past2.5 months. Monday and Tuesday 

saw a pause near the highs of the rally. Wednesday broke below the 2.5-month Trend Line Support 

(Orange line) and the 20 day SMA on strong volume. Thursday and Friday continued lower to find 

support Friday at the 50 day SMA. COST ended the week down -5.55%. Note the rally began at the 50 

day SMA in mid Oct. and may have ended this Friday at the 50 day SMA as well. 

 

SLB daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Schlumberger broke above its 2-month Resistance Trend Line 

(Orange line) in the last hour on Friday last week. This week we saw an Open on Monday at and above 

last Friday’s close that continued higher quickly, crossing above its 200 day SMA and its 50 day SMA on 

Monday. Tuesday gapped up at the open and continued higher. SLB delivered higher highs and higher 

lows every day this week, breaking above its Nov. 8th prior highs on Friday, ending the week up 

+16.96%. Note the above average volume every day this week. Other names also in the Energy sector 

did well this week. 



 

CAT daily chart as of Jan 7, 2022 – Caterpillar pause on Monday then gapped higher and broke above 

Resistance at the open on Tuesday on very strong volume, crossing above its 200 day SMA. CAT closed 

higher every day this week, ending the week up +8.44%. 

 

As we have seen in a few example charts above, we saw both bullish and bearish opportunities this 

week with break outs and break downs. Most of these were found by first identifying either the 

strongest (bullish) or weakest (bearish) sectors this week, then looking at the key stock charts within 

those sectors. This simple ‘Top-Down’ process is an efficient way to reduce how many charts you look 

at to find ‘higher probability’ opportunities.   

We also saw that not all charts were bearish this week, with bullish examples in the Energy (SLB) and 

Financial (JPM and WFC) sectors. We also say CAT in the Industrial sector with a strong break out this 

week.  The main markets may have felt very bearish this week, but we were able to find both bullish 

and bearish opportunities.  

You never know what will happen next, so we focus on what we DO know – which comes from the 

charts.   We prepare for multiple scenarios, bullish, bearish and neutral so that we can promptly 

execute our Plan once we see that the key evidence shows us that our opportunity is ‘confirmed’. 

Earnings season begins next week so keep that in mind to avoid surprises from these scheduled events. 

Also, we will soon see how the market ‘receives’ Earnings data as it comes out.  I find the actual 

company data not so useful (Fundamental data) but the reactions to that data that the Market shows us 

is key for revealing the mood of the participants. That is what chart reading is all about, recognizing 

the actions of the market participants. 

Hope this helps. 

Trade Smart, 

CJ   


